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Ecology and Evolution 
 

A) Communities and Ecosystems 
 

1. Important Terms 

Biotic Factors 
Biotic, meaning of or related to life, are living factors. 
E.g. Plants, animals, fungi, bacteria 

Abiotic Factors 
Abiotic, meaning not alive, are nonliving factors that affect living organisms. 
E.g. Environmental factors such as habitat (pond, lake, ocean, desert, mountain) or weather such as 
temperature (rain, snow, hurricanes) 

 

Define species, habitat, population, community, ecosystem and ecology 

Ecology: 
The study of relationships between living organisms and between organisms and their 
environment. 

Ecosystem: 
A community and its abiotic environment. (hedge) 

Population: 
A group of organisms of the same species who live in the same area at the same time. (daisies) 

Community: 
A group of populations living and interacting with each other in an area. 

Species: 
A group of organisms that can interbreed and produce fertile offspring. (dogs, birds) 

Habitat: 
The environment in which a species normally lives or the location of a living organism. (tree) 

 

Distinguish between autotroph and heterotroph. 

Autotroph (Producer): 
An organism that synthesizes its organic molecules from simple inorganic substances (main 
producers are photosynthesizers) (i.e. they make their own food) (grass, tree) 

Heterotroph: 
An organism that obtains organic molecules from other organisms. (bees, flies) 

They can be either: 

Distinguish between consumers, detritivores and saprotrophs. 

 Consumer: 
An organism that ingests other organic matter that is living or recently killed 
(feed on other living organisms, e.g. sheep) 

 Detritivores: 
An organism that ingests non-living (dead) organic matter 
(feed on dead organic matter by ingesting it, e.g. earthworm) 

 Saprotrophs: 
An organism that lives on or in non-organic matter, secreting digestive enzymes into it and 
absorbing the products of digestion (feed on dead organic matter by secreting digestive enzymes into it 

and absorbing the products of digestion, e.g. mushroom, microscibic bacteria composing dead leaves…) 
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2. A Food Chain 

Describe what is meant by a food chain, giving three examples, each with at least three linkages (four organisms). 

Only real examples should be used from natural ecosystems. A-B indicates that A is being “eaten” by B *that is, the arrow indicates the direction of energy flow). Each food chain 
should include a producer and consumer, but not decomposers. Named organisms at either species or genus level should be used. Common species names can b used instead of 
binominal names. General names such as “tree” or “fish” should not be used. 

A food chain is a diagram that shows the flow of energy through the trophic levels (producer, 
primary, secondary consumer…) of an eco-system 

Examples for food chains (Arrows indicate the energy flow) 

 
Passionflower  Helioconius butterfly Tegu lizard  Jaguar 

 
Sea lettuce  Marine iguana  Galapagos snake  Galapagos Hawk 

 
Carrot plant  Carrot fly  Flycatcher  Sparrow hawk 

 

Define trophic level 

Trophic level: position in the food chain (trophic means “feeding”)  

 

Deduce the trophic level of organisms in a food chain and a food web. 
Students should be able to place an organism at the level of producer, primary consumer, secondary consumer... 

 

3. A Food Web 

Describe what is meant by a food web 

Food web: A diagram that shows all the feeding relationships in a community 

Construct a food web containing up to 10 organisms, using appropriate information. 

 (right hand side: trophic level) 
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4. Energy flow through communities 

o State that light is the initial energy source for almost all communities. 
o State that energy transformations are never 100% efficient (the processes are commonly between 10-20%) 

Light is the initial energy source for almost all communities. As energy flows from the sun to 
producers to consumers, about 90% energy is lost at each trophic level. About 10% of the energy 
is passed on from one trophic level to the next. 

Ways in which energy is lost… 
- between the sun and producers: 

 it is reflected from the leaf 

 the light has the wrong wavelength for chlorophyll (not red/blue) 

 it passes through the leaf without hitting chloroplast 

- when passed from primary to secondary consumers: 

 Movement, heat (respiration), growth, faeces 

  (not all of the food is eaten and digested) 

 

a. Energy flow through a food chain 

Explain the energy flow in a food chain. 
Energy losses between trophic levels include material not consumed or material not assimilated and heat loss through cell respiration. 

The energy that passes to detrivores and saprotrophs is eventually released by cell respiration 
and lost as heat. In most communities all the light energy that was trapped by producers is 
ultimately lost as heat after flowing through the food chain. Summary of energy flow for a three-
stage food chain: 

 

b. Ecological pyramids - summary 
 

i. Pyramid of numbers 

Represents the number of different organisms at each trophic level in an ecosystem at any one time.  

- The range of numbers may be enormous; drawing might be difficult. 
- Pyramids may be inverted, particularly if the producer is very large (an oak tree) 

ii. Pyramid of biomass 

Represents the biomass (number of individuals*mass of each individual) at each trophic level at any one time. 

+ This should eliminate the inversion and scale problems of pyramid of numbers. 
- An inverted pyramid of biomass can occur if the producer level includes organisms with a high turnover rate (rapid 

reproduction) so that they have a high productivity over a period of time. 

iii. Pyramid of energy 

Explain reasons for the shape of pyramids of energy. 

A pyramid of energy is a diagram that shows how much energy flows through each trophic 
level in a community during a fixed time period (m2

 of area occupied by the community and per year). 

It is more useful than a pyramid of numbers or a pyramid of biomass because it always has a 
pyramid shape because less energy flows through each successive trophic level – energy is lost 
at each level, so less remains for the next one (mass is lost as well, so the energy content 
per gram of the tissues is NOT lower) 

The units of pyramids of energy are energy per unit area per unit time (kJ m-2 yr-1). 

+ It compares productivity because a time factor is incorporated 
+ No inverted pyramids are obtained 
+ Biomass may not be equivalent to energy value  
+ The solar input of energy may be included as an extra rectangle at the base 

energy is lost in various ways 

 organisms die (heat not completely lost from community as it passes to detrivores+saprotrophs) 

 some pars of organisms, e.g. bones or hair, aren’t eaten () 

 some parts are indigestible and pass out as feces () 

 much energy is released in cell respiration 

c. Nutrient recycling in ecosystems 

Light energy 

Producers Primary consumers Secondary consumers 

Heat 

Detritivores and saprotrophs 

Feeding 

Cell respiration 

Photosynthesis 

Death, loss of tissues and faeces 

cell respiration Feeding 
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o Explain that energy enters and leaves ecosystems, but nutrients must be recycled. 
o State that saprotrophic bacteria and fungi (decomposers) recycle nutrients. 

A community and its abiotic environment function together as an ecosystem.  

 Energy is not recycled. It is supplied to ecosystems in the form of light, flows through food 
chains and is lost as heat. 

 The recycling of nturients is one example of the interactions between living organisms and the 
abiotic environment in an ecosystem. 

 Nutrients are not ususally resupplied to ecosystems – they must be used again and again by 
recylcing. Carbon, nitrogen, phosphorous and all the other essential elements must be recycled. 
They are absorbed from the environment, used by living organisms and then returned to 
the environment. 

Simple inorganic molecules (“nutrients”, such as CO2, N2 and H2O) are fixed from the abiotic 
environment by producers and built into complex organic molecules (such as carbohydrates, 
proteins and lipids). 

These organic molecules are passed through food chains and are eventually returned to the 
abiotic environment again as simple inorganic molecules (“nutrients”) by decomposers 
(Detrivores and, Saprotrophs). 

Decomposers (sapotrophic bacteria and fungi) are responsible for the recycling of 
(inorganic) nutrients – they break down organic molecules into inorganic compounds! 

 

5. The Carbon Cycle 

Draw and label a diagram of the carbon cycle to show the processes involved 
(include interaction of living organisms and the biosphere through the processes of photosynthesis, cell respiration, fossilization and combustion) 

The carbon cycle is one way nutrients are recycled. It describes the way that carbon moves 
between an inorganic (CO2, makes up the atmosphere by 0.04%) and an organic form. 

The key role of saprotrophs (secrete enzymes, absorb back in (fungi and bacteria)) in the carbon 
cycle is that they break down dead organisms and release nutrients from them – release CO2 
back in the atmosphere. 

 

 

B) The Greenhouse Effect 

CO2 
in air and water 

C 
in organic compounds 

in consumers 

C 
in organic compounds 

in saprotrophic 
bacteria and fungi 

C 
in fossil fuels, 
e.g. oil, gas... 

C 
in organic compounds 

in producers 

combustion 

incomplete 
decomposition 

and fossilization 

combustion 

    in forest fires 

photosynthesis 

death 

death 

cell respiration 

cell respiration 

feeding 

feeding 
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1. Atmospheric gases and the enhanced greenhouse effect 

Explain the relationship between rises in concentrations of atmospheric carbon dioxide, methane and oxides of nitrogen 
and the enhanced greenhouse effect. (Be aware that the greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon). 

Short wave radiation (light) is reflected off the outer surface 
of the atmosphere and never enters (h), 
some penetrates the atmosphere (b); 
1) it is absorbed by the ground and converted to long 

wave radiation (heat) (c), this warms the planet (d) 
2) Some of the long-wave radiation is lost to space as heat 

(e) 
3) Atmospheric gases accumulated in the atmosphere 

absorb long-wave radiation and scatter it rather than 
letting it escape to space (g) – so heat energy is trapped 
and the planet warms up. 

 

The enhanced greenhouse effect 
Greenhouse gases, such as CO2, methane and nitrogen oxides, are those that absorb heat 
radiation and re-emit it, some of it towards the Earth. 

The resulting global warming, called the “greenhouse effect”, makes the Earth habitable. Without 
this effect, it is estimated that the mean temperature at the Earth’s surface would be about -18°C. 

The greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon, although it has been enhanced by man’s 
activities, especially in recent years: mostly through fossil fuel burning (CO2 levels rise), cutting 
down trees, cars (more nitrogen oxides) and cattle farming (more methane). 

 Higher levels of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, oxides of nitrogen) will trap 
more long-wave radiation, so the planet will get warmer than usual which increases global 
temperatures and has climate effects (extreme weather...) 

 

2. Historical records of atmospheric gases 

Analyse the changes in concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide using historical records (Data from the Mauna Loa, 
Hawaii, or Cape Grim, Tasmania, monitoring stations may be used) 

- atmospheric CO2 increases, due to 
o deforestation (less photosynthesis) 
o burning fossil fuels 
o increased respiration (higher temperatures) = positive feedback 

- CO2 levels fluctuate due to seasons; northern hemisphere: 
o more photosynthesis in summer = less CO2; 
o less photosynthesis in winter = more CO2 

 

3. The precautionary principle 

Outline the precautionary principle. 

The precautionary principle holds that, if the effects of a human-induced change would be very 
large, perhaps catastrophic, those responsible for the change must prove that it will not do harm 
before proceeding. 

Evaluate the precautionary principle as a justification for strong action in response to the threats posed by the enhanced 
greenhouse effect. 

Reduce global warming 
+ Irreversible/persistent threats should be given greater priority over temporary/reversible 

ones  health of future generations should not be jeopardised; it’s not right to knowingly 
damage the habitat of species 

- Economic harm; may slow economic growth; penalize developing countries  greater 
hunger, poorer health, more deaths 
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4. Greenhouse effect and the arctic ecosystem 

Outline the consequences of a global temperature rise on arctic ecosystems. 

Effects include increased rates of decomposition of detritus previously trapped in permafrost, expansion of the range of 
habitats available to temperature species, loss of ice habitat, changes in distribution of prey species affecting higher 
trophic levels, and increased success of pest species, including pathogens. 

During the past several decades, the Arctic has warmed at an alarming rate, and it is projected to 
continue to warm which has a devastating impact on Arctic ecosystems, including 

 melting sea ice 
loss of ice habitat = drowning polar bears  allows larger storm surges to develop, causes erosion, 
shorter feeding periods 

 temperate species can invade and displace arctic species 

 changes in prey distribution = affects predator 

 pest species more successful 

 loss of ice habitat 

 thawing permafrost 
has already damaged houses, roads, pipelines, caused landscape erosion 
 more bacterial activity = more respiration = more CO2 = positive feedback 

 damage to forests and tundra ecosystems 
changes in patterns of forest disturbance include insect outbreaks, more forest fire 
It is suggested that the present tundra area will be halved by 2100 (it undergoes a transition to wetland) 

 

C) Populations 
Outline how population size is affected by natality, immigration, mortality and emigration. 

Natality: Birth rate, offspring are produced and are added to the population 

Mortality: Individuals die and are lost from the population 

Immigration: Individuals move into the area from elsewhere and are added to 
the population 

Emigration: Individuals move out of the area to live elsewhere 

 

Draw and label a graph showing a sigmoid (S-shaped) population growth curve. 

Explain the reasons for the exponential growth-, the plateau- and the transitional phase. 

Model of population growth: 

Lag phase (slowly increase) then 

a) Exponential growth phase (increasing by doubling, tribling…) 

 natality rate is higher than the mortality rate 

 optimal conditions: the resources needed by the 
population such as food are abundant, and diseases 
and predators are rare 

b) Transition stage 

 The natality rate starts to fall and/or the mortality rate 
starts to rise. Natality is still higher than mortality so the 
population still rises but less and less rapidly. 

c) Plateau stage 

 Natality and mortality are equal so the population size is constant. 

 Possible: Decline follows due to 

List three factors that set limits to population increase. 

 shortage of resources, e.g. limited food supply 

 more predators 

 accumulation of waste 

 more diseases 

 shortage of space 
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D) Evolution (developed by Charles Darwin + A.R. Wallace) 
Define evolution 

Evolution is the cumulative change in the heritable characteristics of a population. 
(If the adaption is good, it will be passed on to the next generation) 

 

1) Population varies: Populations change over time. There is mutation or genes are switched on/ 
off. Genes make new alleles (different forms of the same gene)  Variation (not all individuals are the same). 
○ Populations growth – as the number of population reaches the carrying capacity, there are only 
2) Limited resources – so there is a struggle for survival and hence competition. 
3) Natural Selection: The organisms best adapted to the environment will survive (“survival of the 
fittest”. 4) Heritability: Alleles that are better suited to evolution are passed on in reproduction  
Population changes... 

Key aspects of the theory of evolution (conclusions about how evolution takes place): 

1. Variation 

o State that the members of a species show variation. 
o Explain how sexual reproduction promotes variation in a species. 

Not all members of a species are the same – there is variation. Variation arises through mutation 
and sexual reproduction.  

Asexual and sexual populations both experience mutation which increases the variation within the 
members of a population. However sexually reproducing populations also experience significant 
additional sources of variation. (Sexual reproduction produces variation among offspring by having different haploids) 

 Meiosis and the independent assortment of chromosomes creates 2n new combinations of 
chromosome in the next generation (n = haploid nr. of chromosomes) 

 Random fertilisation increases the variation in the population to 22n again  

 The number of different genetic variations is increased further by cross-over in meiosis by an 
estimated 23 in addition to the two above. 

 

2. Limited resources – Population size 

State that populations tend to produce more offspring than the environment can support. 

Populations increase over time. But their growth is not linear; there is exponential growth which leads to overpopulation. 

All the organisms in the population of a species use similar resources. Most resources (food, 
water, space…) are finite; the environment can only support a certain number of individuals. This 
number is called carrying capacity. When the population nears this number: 

Explain that the consequence of the potential overproduction of offspring is a struggle for survival 

 Offspring/population compete for limited resources (Intraspecific competition) 

 The struggle takes the form of individuals in the population being 'selected for' or 'against'  
 

3. Natural selection (driving force behind evolution) 

o Some individuals have characteristic (or combinations) that give them a competitive advantage 

o These individuals are thus 'fitter' in terms of freedom from disease, food availability etc.  

o These individuals are more likely to successfully reproduce (offspring survive) 

o Through inheritance the frequency of these characteristics become greater in the next 
generation (alleles for the advantageous characteristic becomes more frequent) 
 The frequency of advantageous alleles has increased. 
 The change in the heritable characteristics is by definition evolution.  

 

Mutation or Genes 

switched on/off 

Makes new alleles 
(different forms of same gene) 

Populations varies 
(not all individuals are the same) 

Competition 
for resources 

Natural selection (“survival 

of the fittest” – best adapted one 
to its environment will survive) 

Reproduction 
(Alleles better suited to evolution 

are passed on) 

Population changes 
(more individuals that are better 

adapted) 
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Explain how natural selection leads to evolution. 

Natural selection is a two stage process: 

o production of variation. 
o selection 

 Variation (mutation, recombination, change in environment) 

 Alleles fitter, makes individual better adapted 

 Greater survival and reproductive success of individuals with 
favourable heritable variations; inherited by offspring 

 Allele more frequent = better adapted individuals more frequent 

 Gradually, characteristics of population changes 
 

 Evidence for evolution 

Outline the evidence for evolution provided by the fossil record, selective breeding of domesticated 
animals and homologeous structures. 

The theory of evolution requires evidence to show that organisms change over time and even 
result in the production of new species of organism. 

1. Fossil record 

Fossils are the ancient preserved remains of an organism. The fossil can be dated from the 
age of the rock formation. Sequences of fossil can show the gradual change of an organism 
over geological time. Continuous fossil records are rare with most containing large time gaps 
(disadvantage = don’t give a complete picture; difficult to reconstruct and to see how things 
developed over time; most animals won’t fossilize but decay – need luck!). 

2. Structures 

 Homologous structures (adaptive radiation) 

It can be seen that the structures from different species were inherited 
from a common ancestor as they share a common form (derived trait). 

The structures may be superficially different (modified, enlarged, reduced) 
but they share the same origin (e.g. limbs of mammals have same bones) 

 Anologous structures (convergent Evolution) 

Not related animals have developed similar looking structures independently through evolution to 
do the same job, e.g. wings (insects, birds) 

 

3. Selective breeding (of domestic animals) 

Man has selectively bred animals and plants for thousands of years. If an animal possesses a 
characteristic that is considered useful or valuable then this animal is selected for breeding. 
The hope then is that this characteristic will be present in the next generation and at a higher 
frequency than before. In subsequent generations it may even then be possible to select from an 
even more advantageous characteristic. 

 

E.g. Domestication (keeping them separate from wild – different from them in nature) of dogs 

Dogs were one of the first animals being domesticated (about 15 000 BC). They came from wolves 
and probably from Asia to North America to Australasia to Europe to Africa because they were very 
useful for hunting and defence. 

Domesticated animals are stupid – smaller brains than wild ones (i.e. don’t need to find own food...) 

Dogs are now so different from wolfs that they are classified as separate species – but as they are 
a subspecies of wolves they should be able to produce fertile offspring with them 

Dogs are subject to artificial selection – different characteristics are used for different things 
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 Species change in response to environmental change 
 

Examples of evolution 

Explain two examples of evolution in response to environmental change (one must be antibiotic resistance in bacteria) 

o Antibiotic Resistance in Bacteria 

Antibiotics are used to control disease caused by bacteria in humans. They kill bacteria 
(prokaryotes) but not viruses or eukaryotes. They attack some aspect of prokaryote metabolism 
not found in viruses or eukaryotes, e.g. cell wall. 

Resistance to antibiotics has become a problem as they are overused. 

 Mutation in DNA of bacteria 

 Mutant bacteria have different genes – thus make different proteins 

 Different proteins change characteristics; this may be an advantageous change so that the 
bacterium can resist the antibiotics 

 All other bacteria die 

 The resistant one has loads of resources to itself, reproduces asexually – all offspring have its 
advantageous characteristics 

Sometimes... 

 A plasmid is present in the cell, additionally to the DNA. It carries a few genes which might be 
resistant to the antibiotic – thus making that bacterium resistant. 

 The plasmid can replicate and pass to another bacterium and thus that bacteria will be resistant 
to the antibiotic, too. 

 

o Changes in size and shape of the beaks of Galapagos finches (Charles Darwin) 

 10 000 years ago some finches were swept across the Pacific of South America to the 
Galapagos Islands (volcanic islands) 

 The place was relatively free of competitors (isolated, new species rarely arrived here) 

 The finches bred quickly – during this process mutation occurred, producing variation within the 
population 

 When Darwin arrived he observed that there were 13 different finch populations 

 Each had different beak structures and feeding habits which were adapted to the unique 
aspects of the environment in which they lived (some ate seeds, others insects, some leaves...) 

 Finches evolved differently because within the population they became isolated, and so only 
interbred with each other, passing on any genetic mutations or changes in the genes switched 
on/off if these proved to be successful traits 
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E) Classification 
 

1. Keys to Identify Organisms 

Apply and design a key for a group of up to eight organisms (a dichotomous key should be used). 

The first stage in many ecological investigations is to find out what species of organisms there are 
in the area being studied. This is called species identifications. This can be done using keys. 

Keys for species identification are usually constructed in this way: 

 They key consist of a series of numbered stages 

 Each stage consist of a pair of alternative characteristics 

 Some alternatives give the next stage of the key to go to 

 Some alternatives give the identification 
 

2. Five Kingdoms 

Taxonomists do not always agree about how living organism should be classified into kingdoms, 
this system is widely used: 

1. Prokaryotae (including all types of bacteria) 

2. Protoctista (including unicellular organisms like Amoeba and algae) 

3. Fungi (the moulds and yeasts) 

4. Plantae (including mosses, ferns, conifers and flowering plants) 

5. Animalia (including sponges, corals, insects, birds and mammals) 
 

3. Binomial system 

Outline the binomial system of nomenclature. 

Species and Genus: Each species on earth has a unique name made up of two parts (if typed, then 

italicised – if handwritten, underlined) – this naming of species is called “nomenclature” and the system to 
name them is called “binominal system” because two names are used to refer to each species. 

 The first part begins with an upper case letter and identifies the genus (a group of closely related species). 

 The second part begins with a lower case letter and identifies the species (a species is a group of 

organisms with similar characteristics, which can interbreed and produce fertile offspring) 

In the classification of living organisms the basic group is the species. Every species is classified into a genus, a group of similar 
species. Binomial names are usually Latin or Greek and are given by Taxonomists (scientists who study classification) 
 

4. Hierarchical system of classification 

List seven levels in the hierarchy of texa –using and example from two different kingdoms for each level. 

Classification from species to kingdom: A group of organisms, such as a species or a genus is called a 

taxon. Species are classified into a series of taxa, each of which includes a wider range of species than the previous one. 
This is called the hierarchy of taxa. (King Pengiuns Can Only Find Green Socs) 

 Animal example (Human) Plant example (Daisy) 
Phyla that are similar are grouped into a 
kingdom Animalia Plantae 

Classes that are similar are grouped into a 
phylum Chordata Angiospermae 

Orders that are similar are grouped into a 
class Mammalia Dicotyledon 

Families that are similar are grouped into an 
order Primates Asterales 

Genera that are similar are grouped into a 
family Hominidae Asteraceae 

Species that are similar are grouped into a 
genus Homo Bellis 

Species Sapiens Perennis 
Members of one kingdom are more closely related to each other than they are to members of another kingdom. Similarly, 
members of one class are closer to each other than they are to members of other classes. This is because they evolved 
from a common ancestor. 

Species in the same genus are very closely related. All the species in a genus evolved from a single ancestral species, in 
the quite recent past. They share thus many common characteristics (look similar) and have quite similar DNA. 
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5. Plant phyla 

Plant Classification 

Distinguish between the following phyla of plants, using simple external recognition features 

(Kingdom: Plantae – Characteristics: Photosynthetic, Chlorophyll, Cellulose cell wall, Vacuoles permanent, Store starch) 

There are 4 main phyla of plants, which can be easily distinguished by studying their external 
structure 

 Roots, leaves, stems Max. height Reproductive structures 

 
Bryophytes 
– mosses 

 Mosses: simple leaves and stems 

 no roots – structure similar to root 
hairs (“rhizoids”) 

0.5 m Spores are produced 

 
Filicinophytes 
– ferns 

 short, non-woody stems 

 leaves (usually curled up in bud, 
often pinnate (divided into pairs of 
leaflets)) 

 roots 

15 m Spores are produced 

 
Coniferophytes 
– conifers 

 shrubs or trees 

 woody stems 

 leaves (often narrow with a thick 
waxy cuticle) 

 roots 

100 m Seeds are produced 

 
Angiospermophytes 
– flowering plants 

very variable, but usually: 

 roots 

 leaves 

 stems (-that develop into shrubs 
and trees are woody) 

100 m 

Seeds are produced 
(develop from ovules 
inside ovaries, from 
where fruits develop 
to disperse the seed) 
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6. Animal phyla 

Animal Classification 

Distinguish between the following phyla of animals, using simple external recognition features 

There are over thirty phyla of animals. The external recognition features of six of these phyla are shown here: 

Porifera  

 no clear symmetry 

 attached to a surface 

 pores through body 

 no mouth or anus 
Examples: Sponges 

 

Plathyhelminths 

 bilaterally symmetric 

 flat bodies 

 unsegmented 

 mouth but no anus 
Examples: Tapeworms 

 

Mollusca 

 muscular foot and mantle 

 shell usually present 

 segmentation not visible 

 mouth and anus 
Examples: Slugs, Snails  

 

Cnidaria 

 radially symmetric 

 tentacles 

 stinging cells 

 mouth but no anus 
Examples: Jellyfish, Corals, Sea Anemones 

 

Annelida 

 bilaterally symmetric 

 britles often present 

 segmented  

 mouth and anus 
Examples: Earthworms, Leeches 

 

Arthropoda  

 bilaterally symmetric 

 exoskeleton 

 segmented 

 jointed appendages 
Examples: Insects, Spiders, Crabs 

 
 

 
 

  
 


